
Get expertise from a dynamic team with more than 200 years of 
collective B2B & EDI integration experience! 

EDI Assessment: Does your B2B/EDI platform need a tune-up? Our comprehensive EDI assessment will give
you a snapshot of the current environment including integration and business processes, audit of all maps
for best practices and identification of potential problems, prepared documentation and written
recommendations for fixes and/or upgrades.

Map Development: Do you have a backlog of new trading partners to onboard? Our development team has
expertise in myriad industries and will develop and test your maps according to the published specifications
from your trading partner. 

AS2 Implementation: Did you know that AS2 communication can save you money on VAN fees? We have
expertise with several AS2 software tools, including SHA-1 and SHA-256 encryption, as well as certificate
generation. We can identify any trading partners that support AS2 - let's take a look.  

Server Migrations: Are you on an old version of Windows? We have the latest information on what versions
are currently supported as well as system requirements for space and processing speed. We can also advise
on the advantages and limitations of virtual environments.

API Implementation: Does your ERP platform support API integration? An enormous amount of what used
to be EDI-to-EDI transaction flows are being replaced with “Modern-EDI”: EDI-to-API or API-to-EDI or API-
to-API, and they’re being augmented with real-time functionalities that heretofore were not even a passing
idea when we were limited to EDI-to-EDI flows. Ask us how API integration can benefit you.

 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

877.867.8120 sales@graceblood.com www.graceblood.com

Our team of experts are 100% remote and located all
across North America. Regardless of your time-zone, we
have coverage for you.

You decide how much help you need, whether it's a one-
off server migration or ongoing map development, our
consultants are on standby.

100% REMOTE SERVICE ORIENTED

MITIGATED RISK

Customer service is the foundation of our business. Our
guarantee is that you will always get professional and
friendly service from our team of B2B & EDI experts.

LAST MILE INTEGRATION
We go the extra mile to ensure that data gets into and out
of your ERP system appropriately. We specialize in
integration with NetSuite, D365, Acumatica, CloudSuite,
Canopy and many more.
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